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1994-1999: top mass predicted (LEP, mostly Z mass&width)  
                     top quark discovered (Tevatron) 
                     t’Hooft and Veltman get Nobel Prize   

(c) Sfyrla 
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1997-2013  Higgs boson mass cornered (LEP H, MZ etc +Tevatron mt , MW) 

                      Higgs Boson discovered (LHC) 
                Englert and Higgs get Nobel Prize 

(c) Sfyrla 
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Is it the end? 
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Is it the end? 

Certainly not!  
  -- Dark matter 
  -- Baryon Asymmetry in Universe 
  -- Neutrino masses 
 
are experimental proofs that there is more 
to understand.  
    We must continue our quest  
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      at least 3 pieces are still missing 

Since 1998 it is established that neutrinos have mass 
and this very probably implies new degrees of freedom 
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at least 3 pieces are still missing 

Since 1998 it is established that neutrinos have mass 
and this very probably implies new degrees of freedom 
 «sterile», very small coupling to known particles 
completely unknown masses (eV to ZeV), nearly impossile to find.  
               .... but could perhaps explain all: DM, BAU,-masses  
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or perhaps new world(s) of SM replicas 

Super 
Symmetry 

Funny 
 Higgses 

Extra-dimensions 

you 

name it 
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Nima 
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Nima 

At higher masses --  or at smaller couplings?  
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Potential discoveries at FCC-ee set the experimental challenges  

MW 

Precision Rare processes 

invisible or exotic Higgs decays 
Invisible or exotic Z decays 
Anomalies in W or top decays 
etc...   

mtop 

MZ, etc 

NP 
-- high statistics  
-- redundancy 
-- full acceptance 
-- theory precision 
-- Accelerator (Ebeam)  
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Find: one event  
in 4x106Z:  
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Search for heavy neutral leptons 
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 Culture shocks 
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LHC discovery FCC-ee discovery 

so, you don’t need a trigger? 
YES WE DO if you want to see one such event in 108-12 Z’s  
you better have two or three redundant triggers for it  
as this could be due to accidentally missing parts of the detector 
at 10-9 to 12 level! 

20-100 events  per bunch Xing 1 event per 1000-10000 bunch Xings 
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conveners jobs is to assemble collaborators 
and find co-conveners in a global way 
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A few highlights 
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ILD TPC can be used for TLEP  

 main differences:   time structure continuous 

                                        EM bkg from beamsstrahlung benign    



Do you want a TPC for FCC-ee ? (1) 

Lucie Linssen, CLIC at FCC-ee, 14/2/2014 19 

 TPC resolution dominated by diffusion  
While resolution of Si detectors will profit 
from from technology advances. 

PAD 

GridPix 
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Very brief summary and lessons of session: 
 
1. excellent engagement of working group conveners 
 
2. need for common software and event generators 
     will make common request to CERN-PH  
 
3. need for face-to-face discussions  
     -- will continue (and intensify) monthly VCs 
     -- will seek to organize informal workshops    
     -- MDI essential (beam energy, L*, SR and BS background, etc)  
 
4. paradox: the «discovery» working groups  
      (Higgs and new physics) are in  want of conveners! Dont be shy.  
 
5. connection to linear collider effort started (L. Linssen) very  
     positively. Will act towards ILC detector groups.  
 
6. Optimism that precision QED calculations can be improved with  
      new computing power and tools 
 
7. Many opportunities to collaborate at world-wide level.  


